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Abstract 

Sustainable Energy Sources have many challenges that significantly depend on the specific features of each 

renewable variable type as wind, Photovoltaic (PV), Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) and Concentrated Photovoltaic 

(CPV). These new generation technologies have many complications that linked with power system integration as 

variability and uncertainty environment. This paper introduces a new process based on Analytical Hierarchy Process 

(AHP) to aid the integrating of CPV in Smart Grids. New smart power systems behavior is affected by the new 

composite CPV generation and loads that have uncertain and variable nature. The recommended technique measures 

current grid flexibility index, and checks its capability to operate grid securely based on Smart Grid wide area 

measurements. It also determines the desired storage that must be added to enhance the system flexibility for real 

time dispatching. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the conventional fossil fuel will be significantly consumed. All over the world, new 

alternatives Renewable Energy Sources (RES) will be used to cover the big shortage in traditional energy 

sources. The different energy sources types ensure reliability of the power system, but it will cause 

uncertainty and variability of the power sources issues. 

The key principle of CPV usage over traditional PV or CSP is the cost efficient concentrating optics 

that decreases the area of high costly, high efficiency [1]. While in many areas in the Middle East as an 

example have sun-rich with direct normal irradiance. So, the usage of CPV is more efficient than another 

solar power system [2]. Power system flexibility is defined as the capability of a grid to dispatch its 

resources to accommodate the changes in net load, where net load is defined as the residual of grid load 

that not served by variable generation. 

The variety of generation sources have different flexibility limit in the smart grid.  Therefore, the need 

to measure the flexibility impact of CPV becomes very essential. An accurate index is needed to evaluate 

the CPV impact and define the required traditional reserve and/or storage system [2]. 

There are many Frameworks and metrics for measuring power system flexibility are evolving. In [3], 

flexibility charts, are developed to deliver a snapshot overview of different types of generation-based 

flexibility at each country. These charts work offline to give useful information only for planners. They 

do not share in real time operation of the system.  

Juan Ma, [4] introduces sampled flexibility measurement to evaluate and plan flexibility. But, the 

proposed technique is depends only on ramp rate, minimum and maximum power. Startup time and 
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controllability criteria great impacts are neglected on the flexibility evaluation. AHP is a structured 

technique for organizing and analyzing complex decisions, based on mathematics. There are many 

application of AHP as in ranking, choosing, prioritization, resources allocation and management. 

In this paper, the proposed technique is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Consequently, 

the type and size of the flexibility sources (Conventional/Energy Storage Systems) will be defined, via an 

optimal efficient way, to increase the profit. The proposed metric tool could be used to measure impact of 

CPV sharing in the smart grid on operation flexibility and introduce guidelines for planners to be aware 

when adding ESS. 

2. CPV Dispatching Difficulties 

CPV generation promises higher efficiency compared to flat traditional PV systems or CSP system, 

about 43%. CPV has low capital cost. As, CPV consumes less semiconductor raw materials compared to 

PV. In addition to, the area that needed to install CPV is smaller than area that needed for PV one. Also, 

high energy capacity factor (KWh/ installed KW) that make the CPV beat PV or CSP [1].  

The yearly net load ramp rate (MW/hour) has high ramp rate during most of the year due to high CPV 

penetration. Dispatching of demand power is hard to be predicted or controlled. The expected high ramp 

rate in demand power needs high flexible sources or reserves to cover the shortage of the CPV output. 

Due to the variability of the CPV output, the dispatcher is forced to curtail the CPV power in many cases 

to operate the power system safely. CPV curtailment causes losing a free power, and reduces the system 

profit [5]-[7]. To overcome all the challenges of the CPV penetration, the conventional reserve that driven 

from traditional sources as Steam, Gas or Hydro power generation should be used.  By adequate 

dispatching between these traditional sources, any power shortages during CPV operation can be covered 

[8].  

The conventional reserve sources have different flexibility characteristics and natures. Therefore, a 

flexibility index must be measured, to evaluate their appropriateness in covering the CPV power shortage. 

According to the flexibility measurement, the operator may use Energy Storage System, as extra source 

for the reserve, to follow the power demand ramping and enhance flexibility [9]. 

3. Energy Storage Systems 

Energy storage systems (ESS) provide more flexibility for the smart grid operation. There are many 

storage technologies used in power system such as, Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS), Compressed Air 

Energy Storage (CAES), Thermal Energy Storage (TES), Batteries, flywheels and super-capacitors 

technology.  

The specifications of ESS are different with respect to unlike aspects. There are storage type used to 

follow the power changes in CPV uncertain and variable power as PHS, CAES, TES and Batteries.  Other 

types are used to smooth power fluctuation in small duration, and improve power quality of the power 

systems as Batteries, flywheels or super-capacitors [10]. On the other hand, the maturity of the storage 

technologies varies from type to another. In [11], PHS, TES and CAES are considered as more 

economical and commercial in following power variety than others .While, batteries, flywheels or super-

capacitor are in demonstration stage. PHS is available with low cost with high power sharing. While, 

thermal storage system has ability to shift the power of CPV or CSP generation to peak-hour time. 

In last five years, the battery storage systems predicted to be greatly growth. Also, the new researches 

improve battery usage in medium and high power scales. So, it would be used in follow power variability 

in CPV generation or in renewable sources [10]. In this study, battery storage systems, PHS and TES are 

studied, as a complete solution of CPV generation challenges. The results verify the capability of these 

storage systems of healing the system flexibility. 

4. Flexibility Evaluation Criteria 

The flexibility evaluation process depends on different criteria. From technical point of view, there are 
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four criteria with large impacts on the flexibility. The minimum power of the generation unit, the ramp 

rate capability, cycling rate or startup time and controllability nature of the generating unit are the main 

characteristics of the flexibility. The following section discusses the importance of each criteria. 

4.1. Minimum power 

The minimum permissible power could reserve unit operate. It plays important role in measuring 

flexibility. If the minimum power of the generating or storage unit is large, it can’t meet different power 

changes, due to large variability of the renewable energy sources with high sharing in the power system. 

4.2. Ramp rate 

The most important factor is the positive or negative ramp rate capability of the reserve source. It 

defines the degree of meet the ramp rate of the load minus renewable sources. The ramp rate is measured 

by MW/min. There are big verities in flexibility sources, from one can follow power in different time 

frame to another one that can regulate the power in very small time scale. Each unit must be utilized 

according to the dispatching process by depending on the flexibility measurement value and rate of 

change. 

4.3. Startup time 

The startup time gives information about how fast the power unit commitment. It plays a strong role 

during large change in the load or large variety in the uncertain variable generation sources. 

4.4. Controllability 

The criteria of controllability depend on different characteristics and factors that may limit the usage of 

generating or storage unit. For example, the usage of Nuclear power plant is difficult during power 

dispatching and operation due to safety and technical factor although the minimum power is low [12]-[15]. 

Fig. 1 shows proposed analytical hierarchy diagram in designing the flexibility metric tool. Sources of 

flexibility are listed in the last layer. Last layer defines all generation /storage alternates. Each type of 

alternates has its own criteria or specifications in the middle criteria layer. Each criteria source has 

specific weights that share in the proposed flexibility index. 

 

Fig. 1. Flexibility evaluation criteria based on AHP. 

Proposed flexibility tool ranks all alternatives from the best the worst flexible scenario for real time 

operation. The following section discusses how the proposed algorithm of AHP is used to solve multi-

criteria problem to measure the flexibility index.  

Also it is ranked from the best flexibility to the worst to be used during real time operation. The 

following section shows how the proposed algorithm of AHP is used to solve multi-criteria problem to 

measure flexibility index. 

5. Analytical Hierarchy Process 

The measurement of flexibility is built according to the four criteria that defined previously.  Each 
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criteria has its own priority in case flexibility measurement. To make decision of organizing the criteria 

according to their impact on flexibility, the choice should be decomposed into the following steps [16]. 

 Define the problem and find the available known specification and build the structure of the hierarchy 

from the goal through the main four criteria to lower level of alternates. 

 Construct a set pairwise comparison matrices with respect two each criteria and each criteria with 

respect to the main goal. 

 Use the priorities to weight each alternate and to weight each criteria. 

 Rank the alternates according to the goal to evaluate upon the available alternates and their weights. 

Suppose that ,n  alternates, 
1,....., ,nA A  whose weights 

1,....., ,n   respectively, are known. The 

pairwise matrix contains the ratio of weights according to the fundamental scale. The comparison is made 

between each two alternates and the inverse of the comparison is made according to reciprocal of the 

weights as in the following matrix equation: 
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It could be summarized as: 

A n                                                                                                                                                (2) 

The pairwise comparison matrices in AHP is based on the fundamental scale of intensity of importance, 

as shown in Fig. 2 [16]. 

 

Fig. 2. AHP fundamental scale and random consistency index. 

The solution of (2) is called the principle right eigenvector of ,A . To make weights ,  unique; the 

entries must be normalized by dividing over their sum. After priorities calculation, the opinion must be 

measured to verify it’s consistent. The consistency may be measured for judgment of solution by the 

following consistency index in (3). 

max

1

n
CI

n

 



                                                                                                                                     (3) 

where, max  is the largest principle eigenvalue in the eigenvector. The consistency index (CI) must be 

compared to random consistency index (RI) that is pre-calculated in [12]. Then, the consistency ratio is 
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calculated as in (4). 

CI
CR

RI
                                                                                                                                              (4) 

If the value of the consistency ratio is smaller than or equal to 10%, the inconsistency is accepted. 

While the ratio in (4) will be used for each alternates with respect to criteria and also in case of comparing 

the criteria with respect to the goal. 

6. AHP Implementation to Evaluate CPV Inflexibility Impact 

The AHP is proposed to measure the flexibility of each reserve source and evaluate the inflexibility 

level of the CPV to estimate the grid needs of flexibility after sharing of CPV. The available reserve 

flexibility depends on the pre-discussed main criteria. The full specifications of each generation or storage 

type are listed in Table 1, [12]-[15]. 

The minimum power criteria define the minimum permissible power that taken from each reserve. The 

second criterion is the ramp rate capability of generation/ storage units that considered as the most 

significant factor directly affect on the flexibility. The ability of the reserve source to follow the ramp rate 

of CPV generation is vital factor to measure the flexibility. In Gas Turbine (GT) and in Combined Cycle 

Gas Turbine (CCGT), the ramp rate lies between 10 to 20 % of size/ Minutes. But in the steam turbine 

and coal based power plant, is less ramp rate.  

On the other hand, the nuclear power plant is difficult to follow the ramp rate of the net load because 

the ramp rate is approximately 20% of size/Minutes. 

Table 1: The reserve sources specification with respect to main criteria 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. Flow diagram of the flexibility metric based on AHP. 

In Hydro power plant, the ramp rate is greater which reach to about 30%/Minutes, and in the other 

storage system is full dispachable. The third criteria is the startup time that shown in table 1 [12]-[15]. 
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Another significant factor of the flexibility measurement goal is the controllability of the resources. GT, 

hydro plant and pumped hydro plant are close to be full dispachable, while, CCGT and Coal are half 

controlled due to its dependence on the steam boiler operation. In the thermal storage, the system is high 

enough to be dispatched in some limitation. But in the nuclear power plant, it is very difficult to be 

controlled while in the other side, the storage system and the market is nearly full controllable. Fig. 3 

shows the flow diagram of the calculation steps of overall flexibility of the power system after adding the 

impact of CPV generation. 

First, the algorithm reads the hourly production of the conventional generation and CPV generation.  

Then, the proposed technique delivers the specifications of the conventional generation units and storage 

systems that in Table 1. After that, the flexibility index of the each conventional generation, storage and 

total reserve is calculated by using AHP. The source of inflexibility in this case is the CPV generation. 

AHP will calculate the inflexibility index of it based on its sharing value to the total generated power. At 

that point, the overall flexibility is calculated by subtracting the flexibility index of conventional sources 

and storage from the inflexibility index of CPV generation. Finally, the algorithm will check if the system 

is inflexible (negative overall flexibility), the system propose to add extra storage unit or size from the 

available type of the system according to its flexibility ranking and from economical point of view. 

 

Fig. 4. CPV impact case study: (a) production (MW), (b) overall flexibility vs. CPV sharing, (c) 40% CPV at worst 
day with different storage and (d) average flexibility at different CPV sharing. 

7. Case Study and Results Discussion 

The hourly production of different generation types for 5 days (120 hours) are given as an example to 

estimate the sources overall flexibility. Fig. 4(a) shows the sharing of sources as GT, CCGT, steam power 

plant, hydro generation and market sharing. In addition two sharing of CPV generation by about 50% of 

total sum of the load. After the algorithm is applied on the system, the overall flexibility index verses 

CPV sharing is shown in Fig. 4(b).  
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Fig. 4(c) shows the worst day in the year. The flexibility is evaluated without adding any storage to the 

system. By adding 5% battery storage to the system, the flexibility performance is improve by about 4%, 

as shown in Fig. 4(c). On the other hand, by adding a mix of 10% battery and 10% thermal storage to the 

system, the flexibility is improved less than the case of adding 15% battery. 

Fig. 4(d) shows the evaluation of CPV impact with different sharing by steps from 10% to 50% CPV 

penetration. The figure shows the base case without storage and another two cases of adding 5% battery 

storage and 5% TES. 

Another solution for the flexibility is to curtail a part of CPV during a part of a day to reduce the cost 

of the storage system. The feasible study that based on the optimization of cost and technical behavior is 

made to optimize the operation of the grid with the high penetration of the CPV. So, the proposed 

flexibility metric tool must be taken into account of the optimal dispatching of the power as a very 

effective tool to retrieve the technical properties of the generation and storage systems. 

8. Conclusion 

CPV generation impact on power system flexibility has been evaluated. An AHP based technique is 

proposed to measure this impact. Proposed technique introduces the solution of covering expected 

flexibility shortage via selecting and evaluating different storage system. The results show that, the CPV 

has a great impact on the flexibility and the impact linearly increased by increasing CPV sharing. Also, 

the required storage system as battery and thermal storage system is evaluated to improve flexibility 

performance. Hybrid energy storage system with small CPV curtailment is also studied and evaluated. In 

the future research work, the factor of energy cost will be repossessed to evaluate the required storage 

impact with lower cost. 
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